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Impact of Small Cells Overlapping on Mobility
Management
Ali Mahbas, Huiling Zhu, Senior Member, IEEE, and Jiangzhou Wang, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—The mobility management will be more complex and
will have a great impact on the quality of service (QoS) in the
future cellular networks, as these networks will have to handle
a huge number of user equipment (UEs) and their frequent
handoffs due to very dense short-footage small cells. This paper
presents a framework to model and derive the coverage of small
cells, the cell sojourn time and the handoff rate in multi-tier
small cell networks. The distribution of the small cells around
a reference UE’s path is studied by taking into consideration
the overlaps among the small cells. Two types of handoff rates
are introduced to estimate the load managed by different cells,
where inter-frequency handoff (IRH) rate and intra-frequency
handoff (IAH) rate represent the fraction of handoffs managed
by the first tier and the other tiers, respectively. Our analysis
shows that ignoring the overlaps among the small cells affects
the accuracy of the results significantly. The simulation results
validate the accuracy of the analytical results and also show the
impact of different parameters such as the small cell density, the
number of tiers and the size of the small cells on the small cell
sojourn time, the macro cell sojourn time and the handoff rate.
Index Terms—Mobility management, small cell networks, cell
sojourn time, handoff rate, small cells coverage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Similar to the resource management [1], [2], the mobility
management is important and essential in the cellular systems
[3]. It is anticipated that the number of user equipment (UEs)
will increase rapidly and small cells with different frequency
(e.g. high frequency) will be deployed densely in the next
generation of cellular systems. The mobility management in
these systems will be very challenging, and developing an
accurate model to evaluate the system performance is essential.
Both the handoff rate and the cell sojourn time are used not
only for network dimensioning and estimating the signalling
overload, but also for estimating the UEs’ speed [4]–[6].
Furthermore, finding the time that the UEs spend in the small
cells coverage can help to estimate the power consumption in
the small cell discovery process [7]–[9].
In the dense multi-tier heterogeneous networks (HetNets),
taking the overlaps among the small cells into account when
modeling the high frequency small cells coverage is essential
for accurate speed estimation, estimating the energy consump-
tion in the small cell discovery, and estimating the required
resources at the different cells. For instance, estimating the
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time that UEs spend in the first tier and, the number of
handoffs that the first tier is involved in, will help in estimating
the required resources (e.g. signaling and frequency) at the
overloaded macro cells. Ignoring the overlaps among the small
cells will result in misleading information. In recent years, the
handoff rate and the cell sojourn time in the cellular systems
have received significant attention [4], [5], [10]–[12]. The
handoff rate and the cell sojourn time in a single-tier network
were studied in [11]. However, the future cellular network
will include multiple tiers with different frequency bands (e.g.
high frequency small cells), and in the presence of small cells,
the mobility management is more complex and more system
parameters need to be considered.
When studying the mobility management in the HetNets,
modelling the cells has taken two main directions, the Voronoi
Tessellations cells (VTCs) assumption and the regular shapes
assumption (e.g. circle and hexagonal). Regarding the first
direction, in the conventional HetNets (all tiers use the same
frequency channel) different tiers in the network are assumed
to form VTCs. Stochastic geometry was used in [13] to
propose a framework for vertical and horizontal handoff rates
experienced by a UE with arbitrary movement trajectory in co-
channel HetNets. Although VTCs assumption is reasonable for
this type of deployment, it is expected that the future HetNets
will include dense small cells operating on different frequency
channels. The VTCs assumption has also been considered in
the inter-frequency HetNet [4], [5]. In [4], the number of
handoffs made during a time window was used to estimate the
UE’s speed in dense small cell networks. Stochastic geometry
was used to derive approximations to the Cramer-Rao lower
bound (CRLB) for the speed estimate of a UE. In [5], the UE’s
speed was estimated by using the sojourn time, where CRLB
for the sojourn time-based speed estimation was analysed.
Both papers [4], [5] assumed that the single-tier small cell in
the network forms VTCs which means that the whole network
is covered by the small cells. However, a huge infrastructure
will be required for the high frequency small cells to cover
the whole network, as the high frequency suffers from very
large propagation loss [14]. Also this assumption restricts the
analysis to a one-tier cellular system similar to [11].
Considering the second direction, both papers [10] and [12]
assumed that the small cells in two-tier HetNets have regular
shapes. In [10], the cell sojourn time in a two-tier HetNet was
addressed where the small cells were assumed to have fixed
hexagonal shapes in the network and the overlap coverage
among the small cells was not taken into consideration. In [12],
it is investigated the mobility in a two-tier HetNet and also
derived the sojourn time and the cross-tier handoff rate. The
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overlapping among small cells of ellipse shapes on a reference
UE’s path was also neglected in this work. Therefore, some
of the intra-tier handoffs (handoffs among small cells due to
overlapping) will be counted as cross-tier handoffs. Ignoring
the overlaps will not only affect the accuracy of the handoff
rate but also affect the accuracy of the cell sojourn time as
shown later in this paper.
The randomness in the network deployment, which causes
more complexity in the analysis, is considered as one of
the main challenges that the recent studies have dealt with.
Therefore, some assumptions were made in these studies
in order to minimize this complexity and obtain insights
regarding the system resources utilization and UE’s quality
of service (QoS). It is expected that these assumptions affect
the accuracy of the analysis in dense HetNets, which may
cause misleading information. The main objective in this paper
is to propose a novel framework to study the main mobility
management parameters while taking into consideration the
trend of deploying small cells densely in the system. As a
result, the distances among these small cells are very short
which causes overlapping. As will be shown in this paper,
these overlaps affect both the handoff rate and the cell sojourn
time of the macro and the small cells significantly. The
future HetNets will include small cells with different sizes
to cover different areas, such as shops and shopping centers.
Although considering multiple tiers of small cells increases
the complexity of the analysis, unlike other studies [4], [5],
[7], [9], [10], [12] which considered single-tier small cells,
this paper considers multi-tier small cells in order to provide
insights regarding the mobility management in more realistic
scenarios.
The contribution of this paper is summarized as follows:
• The locations of the small cell base stations (SCBSs),
the macro cell base stations (MCBSs) and the waypoints
of a reference UE during its movement in the system
are randomly distributed on the plane and form inde-
pendent Poisson point processes (PPPs). The distribution
of SCSBs around a reference UE’s path is studied and
the small cells crossed by the reference UE during one
movement is mapped into marked point process (MPP)
on R+. This assumption is validated through simulations.
• Based on the above mapping, a novel framework is
proposed to model the coverage of a one-tier small cell
network and the overlap coverage among these small cells
on the reference UE’s path. The proposed framework is
expanded to a multi-tier small cell framework where each
tier is characterized with a different transmit power, path-
loss exponent, and density.
• Two types of handoffs are also introduced in this paper,
an inter-frequency handoff (IRH) and an intra-frequency
handoff (IAH). The IRH is defined as the handoff taking
place between cells that use different frequency channels,
e.g. between the high frequency small cells and the macro
cells, and the IAH is defined as the handoff taking place
between cells that use the same frequency, e.g. high
frequency small cells. Both the IRH rate and the IAH
rate can help to estimate the amount of signalling needed
for handoffs at both the overloaded macro cells (first tier)
and the high frequency small cells.
• This paper further addresses the cell sojourn time in
a multi-tier HetNet where the expectation of the cell
sojourn time is derived by using the proposed framework.
Results are presented to show the impact of different
system parameters such as the density of the small cells,
the transmit power of different small cell tiers and the
different mobility characteristics, on the availability of
small cells, the handoff rates and the cell sojourn time.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II
describes the system model and the mobility model. The small
cells coverage on a reference UE’s path is investigated in
Section III. In Section IV, the small cell sojourn time and
the macro cell sojourn time in a multi-tier HetNet are derived.
In Section V, the total handoff, the IAH and the IRH rates are
studied and derived. In Section VI, the system performance is
shown by numerical and simulation results. Conclusions are
drawn in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The future HetNet will adopt the inter-frequency deploy-
ment where the large cells (macro cells) use low frequency
to provide the coverage and, due to the limitation of low
frequency bandwidths, the smaller cells (small cells) use high
frequency (this is because high frequencies are available with
wide bandwidths). The small cells will be deployed densely
in the network at hot spots and users’ premises for data rate
and capacity enhancement. Furthermore, the small cells may
have different footprints (or different sizes) to cover different
areas, such as shops and shopping centers. In this paper, we
consider a K-tier HetNet in Fig. 1, where K ≥ 1. When
K = 1, only macro cells are considered in the system, while
three tiers of small cells next to the macro cells are considered
when K = 4. Note that the tier refers to a set of cells that
transmit with the same power and use the same frequency
channel. Each tier is characterized with the tuple {pk, λk, αk},
where pk is the transmit power, λk is the density of the base
stations and αk is the path-loss exponent of the kth tier. It
is assumed that the first-tier uses a low frequency and a high
frequency is reused at each small cell from tiers 2, 3,... ,K.
For tractability and clarifying the system model, we make the
following assumptions:
• PPP Assumption: It is assumed that MCBSs and SCBSs
in the network are randomly distributed as independent
PPP Φk with density λk, where k ∈ [1, 2,... ,K] [15].
• Minimum Received Power Association (MRPA): The
load imbalance and minimization of the small cells’
coverage may take place in the inter-frequency HetNets
due to big differences in the transmit powers and the prop-
agation losses [14], [16]. Since there is no interference
between the first tier and the other tiers, it is assumed that
the association to the small cells is based on the minimum
received power (ρmin) from any small cell. Furthermore,
the association among the tiers 2, 3,... ,K is based on
the maximum average received power. Any UE will be
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associated to the jth small cell of the mth tier when the
received power satisfies the condition below:
ρmin ≤ ρm,j ≥ max
i∈Φn
ρn,i (1)
where m,n ∈ [2, 3,... ,K], ρmin is the minimum received
power to consider the UEs in the small cells’ coverage,
ρm,j and ρn,i are the received power from the jth small
cell of the mth tier and the ith small cell of the nth tier
respectively.
• Open-Access Assumption (OAA): It is also assumed that
all small cells operate in open-access mode. The UEs
in the system can associate to any small cell as long as
the requirements of the association scheme mentioned in
MRPA are met.
Fig. 1: System Model. Red triangles represent the locations of the MCBSs,
blue dots represent the small cells coverage (different small cell tiers), black
squares represent the waypoints, and the black dashed and dotted lines
represent the reference UE’s path between any two waypoints for long and
short transition lengths respectively.
A. Association
When the location is chosen randomly in the system,
Stochastic Geometry is used to derive the small cell associa-
tion. From MRPA, the probability that a reference UE (U0) is
associated to any small cell can be obtained as follows.
Lemma 1 The probability of U0 associated to any small cell
in the system is expressed as:












where K¯ represents the set of the small cell tiers (it also
represents the number of the small cell tiers K¯ = K − 1).
L2 is the path-loss of the high frequency at 1 meter.
Proof : Without loss of generality, we assume that U0 is located
at the origin and Ak is the probability that U0 is associated to
the kth tier. Thus the probability of U0 associated to the first































where P[.] indicates the probability, ρm,0 is the received
power from the nearest small cell of the mth tier, Rm,0










is the probability of no SCBS of
the mth tier within the area πR2m,0 and it is obtained from the
null probability [15]. Eq. (2) is obtained from AK¯ = AK−A1
where AK =
∑K
k=1Ak = 1. 
Note that the result in Lemma 1 is used in the analysis to
obtain other parameters such as the expected pause time in
different tiers and the cell sojourn time.
When U0 moves, it is associated to different cells according
to MRPA. For instance, when U0 is associated to the first
tier, the handoff is initiated from the serving macro cell to
the small cell with strongest signal strength if U0 receives a
signal strength of a value ρmin or greater from any small cell.
The serving macro cell triggers the inter-frequency scan at
U0 periodically to establish whether U0 receives ρmin from
any surrounding small cell or not [8]. The handoff from the
small cells to the first tier will take place when U0 leaves
the coverage of its serving small cell and the received signal
strength from the small cell with strongest signal is less than
ρmin. Furthermore, the handoff between two small cells occurs
when U0 moves between two overlapping small cells. The
handoff procedure will be initiated to a neighbouring small
cell when the received signal from serving small cell becomes
less than the signal from the neighbouring small cell. The time
that U0 is associated to the small cells will be derived later.
B. Mobility Model
The classical random waypoint (RWP) model suffers from
several issues [11] [17] [18]. The first issue is that the
stationary spatial node distribution tends to concentrate on the
center of the finite domain when UEs are uniformly distributed
in the network. The second issue concerns the transition
lengths in the classical RWP. These transition lengths are
the same order as the size of the domain. In [11], a new
RWP was proposed to mitigate some of the issues that the
classic RWP suffers from. In the proposed RWP model, the
direction of the movement is chosen uniformly in [0, 2π]
and each of the transition, the speed and pause time are
chosen from some distribution. The RWP proposed in [11]
is considered in this paper. The movement trace of a UE
is modeled by the quadruples {Wl−1,Wl, Vl, Sl}l∈L where l
denotes the lth movement. During the lth movement, Wl−1
andWl denote the starting waypoint and destination waypoint,
respectively, and Vl and Sl denote the velocity of the UE
and pause time respectively. The velocities Vl are independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with distribution PV (.) and
pause times Sl are i.i.d with distribution PS(.). The waypoints
{W0,W1,...Wl−1,Wl,...WL} are a homogeneous PPP Φw(l)




‖ w −Wl−1 ‖ (4)
where ‖ . ‖ indicates the Euclidean distance. The transition
lengths {‖W1 −W0 ‖, ‖W2 −W1 ‖...‖Wl −Wl−1 ‖...} are
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i.i.d. Therefore, for brevity we consider U0’s path from W0 to
W1 (P0). The expected transition length is obtained as:
















λw(vmax−vmin) , V ∼ N(vmin, vmax)
(6)
III. MULTI-TIER SMALL CELLS
In this section, we investigate the coverage of the small cells
on P0 by taking into consideration that some overlap may take
place on the path. Since each tier of small cells has a different
footprint, the jth small cell of the mth tier is crossed by U0,
if its BS is located at a distance of rm,j from the P0, where
rj,m is radius of the jth small cell’s coverage. When Dm,j
represents the vertical distance between P0 and the jth SCBS






1(Dm,j ≤ rm,j) (7)
where 1(.) is the indicator function. Since the small cells from
the mth tier are randomly distributed in the system as PPP, the
number of small cells from the mth tier in a bounded set A
has a Poisson distribution with mean Aλm [15]. The expected
number of small cells from all tiers crossed by U0 is obtained
as follows.
Proposition 1 The expected number of small cells crossed by








is the area surrounding P0 and any small
cell of the mth tier is crossed by U0 if its SCBS is located in
this area.
Proof : As explained earlier, the jth small cell is crossed by
U0 if it is located at distance less than its radius from P0. In
other words, the small cell of the mth tier is crossed by U0
if the BS of this small cell is located in the area Am, where
Am is the area surrounding P0. Since SCBSs are distributed
as PPP, the number of SCBSs from the mth tier in Am has
a Poisson distribution with mean λmAm [15]. When rm =
rj,m∀j, Am = 2rmE[‖W1−W0 ‖] = rm√λw . The result in Eq.
(8) is reached. 
U0 spends the pause time S associated either to one of the
small cells or to the first tier. This depends on the location
of each waypoint. U0 spends the pause time in the coverage
of small cells if the location of the destination waypoint is
located in one of the small cell’s coverage. Finding out where
U0 spends the pause time helps to obtain the total time that
U0 spends in the small cells’ coverage which is also known
as the potential offloading opportunity to the small cell [7].
The expectation of the pause time spent in the small cells’
coverage is obtained as follows.
Lemma 2 The expected value of the time that U0 resides in





Proof : U0 spends the pause time associated to one of the small
cells, if any small cell is located at a distance equal to or less
than the small cell’s radius from the destination point W1:
SK¯ = S 1(‖W1 − xm,j ‖≤ rm,j) (10)
where xm,j is the location of the jth SCBS of the mth tier.
Without loss of generality, we assume thatW1 is located at the
origin. The probability that this point is located in the small
cells coverage is AK¯ as shown in Lemma 1, then the expected
pause time that U0 spends in the small cells’ coverage can be
expressed as:
E[SK¯ ] = SAK¯ (11)
The result in Eq. (9) is reached when S is uniformly distributed
on [smin, smax]. 
Next, the distribution of the one-tier small cells around P0
is investigated in order to propose a framework for estimating
the coverage of the small cells on P0.
A. One-Tier Small Cell Network
For enhancing the tractability, the total coverage of cells
has been assumed to have a regular shape (e.g. circle) for
estimating the handoff rate and the cell sojourn time in the
cellular systems [4], [5], [11], [19]. This assumption holds
in estimating the small cells coverage in the inter-frequency
deployment, if the overlap coverage among the small cells
are taken into consideration. Since the association between
the first tier and the small cell tiers is based on MRPA, the
coverage of the small cells is independent of the distances to
the MCBSs. Therefore, it is assumed that the coverage of any
small cell forms a circle (including some overlaps). The time
that U0 stays associated to each small cell during its movement
is essential in our analysis to derive different parameters such
as the cell sojourn time. The time that U0 is associated to each
small cell depends on the segment of P0 covered by this small
cell. Therefore, the following investigates the coverage of each
small on P0. Given that U0 crosses the ith small cell that is
located at distance τi from P0, the covered segment of P0 by
the ith small cell can be obtained as:
Ci =
√
4r2i − 4τ2i , τi ≤ ri (12)
where ri is the radii of the ith small cell. Since the locations
of SCBSs and the waypoints are randomly distributed in the
system, the segment of P0 covered by any small cell is
a random variable depending on the small cell’s radii and
the distance between the corresponding SCBS and P0. The
probability density function (PDF) of the segment of P0
covered by any small cell is derived in the following Lemma.
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where 0 ≤ c ≤ 2ri
Proof : Assuming that τi is uniformly distributed in [0, ri], the
PDF of the coverage can be found by using the transforming
density function as:















where fτi(τ) = 1/ri is the PDF of the distance between the
ith SCBS and P0, (a) follows from Eq. (12). The result in Eq.
(13) is reached after solving Eq. (14). 
This result can be also defined as the PDF of the distance that
U0 travels in the coverage of any small cell, which is derived
under the assumption that no overlap occurs. However, the
overlap coverage will be addressed later in Lemma 5 in order
to obtain the accurate total coverage of the small cells on P0
and the cell sojourn time.















the integral limits are from the maximum and the minimum
coverage of any small cell with radius ri on P0 are 2ri and 0,
respectively. Since all the small cells are randomly distributed
and have the same distribution around P0 and the locations
of the SCSBs are uncorrelated, the expected value of the total
small cells coverage on the path can be obtained by summing
up all the small cells crossed by U0 (linearity of expectation).
When r = ri, ∀i, the summation of the small cells coverages
can be expressed as:
E[CT ] = A2λ2E[C] (16)
where A2 = 2rE[‖W1−W0 ‖]. The result in Eq. (16) includes
some overlap coverages on P0. The overlaps can be ignored
when the density of small cells is very low. However, it is
anticipated that the small cell density in the future cellular
networks is very high and the overlap coverage needs to be
taken into consideration. Some overlaps will occur on P0 and
the number of these overlaps depends on various parameters
such as the density of small cells and the coverage of each
small cell. Finding the overlap coverage will not only help to
estimate the cell sojourn time and the handoff rate precisely,
but also help to estimate the energy consumption needed for
the small cell discovery in the HetNets [8]. Before investigat-
ing the overlap coverage on P0, we make an assumption based
on the following definition.
Definition 1 When Rδ is a δ-dimensional Euclidean space,
a uniform PPP on Rδ× [0, η] of intensity λ can be interpreted
as a MPP on Rδ with marks from [0, η] and intensity ηλ [20].
Assumption 1: Without loss of generality, if rj = r, ∀j
and the point W0 is at the origin, the SCBSs at distance of
r or less from the line that starts from the origin and passes
through W1, can be interpreted as a MPP on R
+ × [0, r],
Φ¯ = {(y¯i, τi)} of intensity λ¯, where y¯i is the path point that
represents the nearest point on the line to the SCBS of the
ith crossed small cell as shown in Fig. 2. The path points are
assumed to be distributed on the line as PPP. The accuracy
of this assumption is validated through simulations in Fig. 3.
τi represents the vertical distance from the location of the ith
SCBS to the path point y¯i. Since the locations of the SCBSs
are uniformly distributed and can be at any distance from P0,
it is also assumed that τ is uniformly distributed in the range
[0, r]. Since the small cells crossed by U0 is mapped to MPP,
the density of the new process needs to be investigated as it
directly affects different parameters in our analysis regarding
the overlaps among the small cells, the handoff rate and the
cell sojourn time. Therefore, the following Lemma addresses
the density of the new MPP as:
Lemma 4 The density of the MPP on the straight line from
W0 and passing through W1 can be expressed as:
λ¯ = 2rλ (17)
Proof : It is assumed that the expected number of SCBSs in
the area 2rL is N . According to Assumption 1, the number




The result in Eq. (17) is reached. 
The path points are set in order according to the distance
from W0 as (y¯1, y¯2,
... , y¯i,
... ). The path point inter-distance
(e.g. the first path point inter-distance represents the distance
between the points y¯1 and y¯2) has an exponential distribution
with λ¯:
P(‖ y¯i+1 − y¯i ‖≤ d) = 1− exp(−λ¯d) d > 0 (19)
Fig. 2: Coverage of small cells from different tiers on P0.
Proposition 2 The expected value of the distance from W0
to y¯i can be expressed as:
E(‖ y¯i −W0 ‖) = i
λ¯
(20)
Proof : Since the path points y¯ follow PPP on R+, the
distance ‖ y¯i − W0 ‖ for i > 0 has an Erlang or Gamma






i−1e−λ¯d, d > 0
0, otherwise
(21)
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Sim− p2 = 13dBm
Sim− p2 = 23dBm
Sim− p2 = 33dBm
Num− p2 = 13dBm
Num− p2 = 23dBm
Num− p2 = 33dBm
Fig. 3: Assumption 1 is validated in single-tier small cells.
where Γ(.) represents the gamma function. The expectation of
‖ y¯i −W0 ‖ is obtained as:









Γ(i) = i and the result in Eq. (20) is reached. 
Lemma 5 The expected value of one overlap coverage on









2 represents the maximum distance
between the ith path point and the (i + 1)th path point for
the ith overlap to take place and, Ci2 and
Ci+1
2 are the half of
the total coverage of the ith and the (i + 1)th small cells on
P0 as shown in Fig. 4.
Proof : See Appendix A. 
Fig. 4: The overlap coverage between two small cells. The white dashed
and solid lines represent the footage coverage of ith and (i + 1)th small
cells on UE’s path (Cm,i, Cn,i+1), the red dashed and solid lines represent
the one side actual coverage of ith and (i + 1)th small cells on UE’s path
(Ψm,i,Ψn,i+1), the black circle represents the path point and black triangle
represents the point where the received signals from ith and (i+ 1)th small
cells are equal (O).
After finding the expected value of any overlap coverage
on P0 in Lemma 5, the expected number of overlaps taking
place on P0 is obtained as follows.



























expectation of the maximum overlaps can occur.
Proof : See Appendix B. 
The expectation of the actual small cells coverage on P0
can be obtained as:
E[CSC ] = E[CT ]− E[COL] (25)
where E[COL] = E[NOL]E[Ci] is the expectation of the
overlap coverage on P0.
B. Multi-Tier Small Cell Network
In this subsection, we expand the one-tier small cell frame-
work proposed in the previous subsection to a multi-tier small
cell framework. Now we need to consider different densities
and small cell footages. The analysis in this subsection will
be based on the following definition.
Definition 2 Superposition of two independent PPPs is a
PPP with intensity of the sum of both densities [15].
From Definition 2, the small cells from different tiers in the
system form one PPP ΦK¯ with density of λK¯ =
∑K
m=2 λm.
Therefore, the small cells crossed by U0 from different tiers
can also be interpreted as one MPP on R+ × [0, rm], Φ¯K¯ =
{(z¯i, τi)} of intensity λ¯K¯ where rm takes a value in the
range [r2, r3,
... , rm,
... , rK ]. The density of path points on the











The path points on P0 are set in order (z¯1, z¯2,... , z¯i,... ). The
path points inter-distance has an exponential distribution with
density λ¯K¯ :
P(‖ z¯i − z¯i+1 ‖≤ d) = 1− exp(−λ¯K¯d) d > 0 (27)
Given a small cell of the mth tier overlaps with another small
cell on P0, the expected value of the overlap coverage can be
obtained similar to Lemma 5 as follows.
Lemma 7 The expected value of one overlap occurring
between the ith small cell of the mth tier and the (i + 1)th










2 is the maximum distance between
z¯i and z¯i+1 for an overlap to occur between the ith small cell




2 ) is the half coverage of the ith ((i+1)th) small
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cell of the mth (nth) tier on P0, and λ¯nλ¯K¯ is the probability of
the (i+ 1)th small cell being from the nth tier.
Proof : See Appendix C. 
In the multi-tier small cell network, there are different small
cells with different footages and different densities crossed by
U0 during its movement. Since the path points follow a PPP
on P0, the probability of a given small cell of the mth tier
overlapping with another small cell on P0 can also be found


















−∑Kn=2 λ¯n ∫ 2rm+2rn0 c¯ fC¯mn(c¯)) represents the
probability of that a small cell from the mth tier does not
overlap with another small cell on P0. The expected number








is the probability of the ith small cell being from
the mth tier on the path. The expectation of the actual time
that U0 spends in the small cells’ coverage are obtained as:
E[TSC ] = E[CT ]− E[COL]
v
+ E[SK¯ ] (31)








m=2 E[NOL]E[Cmn] and E[SK¯ ] is obtained in Lemma 2.
The result in Eq. (31) shows that the total coverage does not
only depend on the second tier cell association and the total
transition time as it was assumed in [7], but also depends
on other system parameters such as transmit power and the
density of each tier as well as the probability of an overlap
occurring on P0.
IV. SOJOURN TIME
The cell sojourn time is defined as the expected time that
U0 stays in a cell coverage of interest and it directly affects the
efficiency of system resources utilization. Since all transition
lengths are i.i.d, the expected sojourn time will be derived
during one transition time (e.g. P0).
A. Small Cell Sojourn Time
The small cells crossed by U0 have different coverages on
P0 as they have different transmit powers and they are located
at different distances from P0. Since the cell association
among the small cells is based on the maximum received
power, the overlap coverages will be served by different small
cells depending on the transmit powers and the locations of
the SCBSs around the path. The expectation of the ith small
cell’s footage from the mth tier, served by the (i+1)th small
cell from the nth tier due to overlapping is obtained as follows.
Lemma 8 Given that an overlap occurs on the path between
the ith small cell of the mth tier and the (i + 1)th small
cell of the nth tier, the expected value of the ith small cell’s















Proof : See Appendix D. 
The expectation of the small cell sojourn time when the
pause time is zero can be expressed in the next Theorem.
Theorem 1 When λw is small, V = v and S = 0, the
average small cell sojourn time during one movement can be
expressed as:




















where POL,mn (POL,mq) is the probability that the reference
small cell from the mth tier overlaps with the (i+ 1)th ((i−
1)th) small cell from the nth (qth) tier on P0 and is obtained
in Eq. (29).
Proof : See Appendix E. 
Before deriving the small cell sojourn time in a multi-tier
small cell network when S 6= 0, we give the probability of
U0 spending the pause time in the coverage of the reference
small cell of the mth tier as follows.
Lemma 9 The probability that U0 spends the pause time in

















Proof : See Appendix F. 
The expectation of the cell sojourn time that U0 spends
in any small cell during one movement can be obtained as
follows.
Theorem 2 When λw is small, V = v and S 6= 0, the
average small cell sojourn time during one movement can be
expressed as:






AK¯E[ST sm] +A1E[ST 0m]
)
(35)
where E[ST sm] = PST ,m
(







E[ST 0m] is the expectation of the mth cell sojourn
time when S 6= 0 and E[ST 0m] is obtained in Eq. (E5).
Proof : When W1 is located in the small cells coverage with
a probability of AK¯ , U0 spends the pause time in the small
cell coverage of the mth tier with a probability of PST ,m. 
The above results are more suitable for small values of λw
as U0 is expected to cross a number of small cells during
one movement. The larger values of λw are suitable for users
walking [11]. The small cell sojourn time when the actual
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coverage of each small cell is assumed to have a hexagonal
shape (this assumption does not affect the accuracy of the
analysis [10]) can be obtained as:


















is found similar to Lemma 8 and
f˜(ℓ, θ) is the UE distribution between W0 and W1 for the
incremental space dA(ℓ, θ) around the point (ℓ, θ) [11], [21].
B. Macro Cell Sojourn Time
Deploying dense small cells in the network will not only
affect the small cell sojourn time but also affect the macro
cell sojourn time. Since the macro cells form VTCs, the
expectation of the macro cell sojourn time are obtained as:

















where RMC is the average macro cell radius, λMCB =
2√
piRMC
is the length intensity of the macro-macro boundaries






) represents the probability that
U0 reaches the macro-macro (macro-small) boundaries before
the macro-small (macro-macro) boundaries, and DSC is the
expectation of the distance to the nearest small cell coverage























































is at distance greater than l.
V. HANDOFF RATE
The handoff rate is defined as the expected number of
handoffs taking place per unit time. It is considered as one of
the important parameters in the cellular systems as it affects
the amount of signalling. Increasing the number of UEs and
the number of small cells in the system will affect the amount
of signalling significantly and also affect the QoS. It is also
anticipated that the first tier will have to deal with a big number
of UEs, therefore, an accurate framework will help in network
dimensioning and also to estimate the required resources at the
first tier. We define the IRH rate and the IAH rate to reflect the
required resources at the first tier. The IRH is defined as the
number of handoffs taking place between two cells of different
frequencies (e.g. small cell to macro cell and/or macro cell to
small cell). The IAH is defined as the number of handoffs
taking place between two cells of the same frequency (e.g.
macro cell to macro cell or/and small cell to small cell). In this
paper, we consider the IAH rate among the small cells since
the handoff rate in the first tier was already studied in [11].
The expected handoff rate in a multi-tier HetNet is defined as
the expected number of handoffs during one movement.
E[HT ] = E[HIR] + E[HIA] = E[NHF ]
E[T0]
(39)
where NHF represents the number of handoffs that U0 expe-
riences during its movement along P0, and HIR and HIA
represent the IRH rate and the IAH rate respectively. U0
can experience up to 2N0 handoffs during its movement
(maximum of 2N0 handoffs take place when there is no
overlap on P0). The expectations of both IRH rate and IAH
rate are obtained as follows.







where E[NOL] is obtained in Eq. (30).
Proof : The IAH rate is defined as the number of handoffs
between cells operating on the same frequency during one
movement divided by the total time of movement. Since the
IAH takes place on the high frequency F2 when U0 moves
between small cells overlapped on P0. Therefore the number
of IAHs can also be interpreted as the total number of small
cells overlapping on P0. The maximum number of handoffs
that U0 can experience on P0, is 2N0. Since some of the
handoffs will be between two small cells due to overlapping,
the total number of handoffs can be expressed as 2N0−NOL.
Therefore the expectation of the total handoff rate becomes:
E[HT ] = 2E[N0]− E[NOL]
E[T0]
(41)
The desired result in Eq. (40) is reached after substituting Eq.
(41) in Eq. (39). 
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, simulation and numerical results are pre-
sented to validate the analysis and to show the impact of differ-
ent parameters such as the waypoint density λw, the transmit
power of small cells, the number of small cell tiers and the
density of the small cells in the system on the handoff rate
and the cell sojourn time. Some figures in this section include
two scenarios. The first scenario (A) represents the analysis
in this paper which considers the overlaps among the small
cells. The second scenario (B) represents the analysis when
the overlaps are ignored. The different system parameters can
be found in Table I, unless given otherwise.
Fig. 6 and Fig. 5 show the accuracy of the analysis in this
paper. The expectation of the path points inter-distance is
shown when a different number of small cell tiers and different
values of the small cell density are considered in the system.
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TABLE I: System Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
Minimum received power ρmin -90 dBm
Average macro cell radius RMC 1 Km
Path-loss exponent αk 4
Number of small cell tiers K¯ 1 (default), 2 and 3
Small cell transmit power pm 30, 33 and 36 dBm
Waypoint density λw 0.01 waypoint/Km
2
UE speed V 5 Km/h
Low frequency f1 2 Ghz
High frequency f2 10 Ghz
Pause time S 0
Fig. 5 shows that the assumption of the path points forming a
PPP with density of
∑K¯
m=1 2rmλm is very accurate. It is also
shown that the path points inter-distance decreases when the
density of small cells increases for a different number of tiers.
This is because the distances between the small cells in the
system are minimized and U0 crosses more small cells during
its movement.
Fig. 6 shows the total coverage of the small cells on P0
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
10−1
100

























Fig. 5: The path points inter-distance.






























Fig. 6: The small cells coverage.
in both scenarios (A) and (B) for a different number of tiers
and different values of the small cell density. The coverage of
the small cells on P0 increases when the density of the small
cells increases in both scenarios. However, the coverage of the
small cells in (B) is doubled when the density of small cells is
doubled, while the pace of increment slows down in (A) when
the density increases due to overlapping. As a result, the gap
between the result in (A) and the result in (B) increases when
the density of the small cells increases for a different number
of tiers. On the other hand, it is shown that the gap between (A)
and (B) is greater when K = 4 for the same small cell density,
as the small cells with larger coverage are considered when
K = 4. It is more likely to have small cells overlapped when
the radius of these cells increases. Fig. 6 also shows that the
overlap coverage can be neglected when the density of small
cells is very low, however, the overlap coverage increases in
the dense networks and ignoring the overlap coverage will
affect the accuracy significantly.
This figure can also provide insightful information regarding
the trend of the coverage in HetNets, and how the density
of cells and number of small cell tiers affect the coverage.
It is shown that the coverage of small cells crossed by UEs
(or the time that the UEs spend in the small cells’ coverage)
will not be doubled when the density of small cells is doubled
in dense networks. This is because more overlaps are likely
to take place when the density increases and/or the footprints
of small cells increase. Therefore, the system designers and
operators need to take this information into consideration. This
figure also shows the total time that the UE spends in the small
cells’ coverage during its movement, which is also known as
the potential offloading opportunity to the small cells [7]–
[9]. These results can be guidelines not only for operators
when considering expansion but also for estimating the total
offloading opportunity to the small cells in order to choose
the appropriate value of the inter-frequency scan to achieve
the best system performance.



























Fig. 7: IRH, IAH, and total handoff (TH) rates, K¯ = 3 and λw = 0.001
Fig. 7 shows the total handoff rate, the IRH rate and the
IAH rate for different values of the small cell density when
K¯ = 3. As expected, it is shown that the total handoff rate
increases when the density of the small cells increases as
the UEs will cross more small cells in the dense small cell
network. Fig. 7 also shows the impact of the small cell density
on the IAH rate and IRH rate. For low small cell density, most
of the handoffs are IRHs from or to the first tier (macro cells).
Although increasing the small cell density will maximize the
total handoff rate, it turns some of these handoffs to IAHs
due to some overlaps. Increasing the IAH rate means more
handoffs and their cost (e.g. signaling) will be handled by the
other tiers.
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When ignoring the overlaps on the path, all the IAHs will
be counted as IRHs and the accuracy of the total handoff
rate will be affected significantly in the high dense small cell
network. Fig. 8 shows a comparison between the scenario
when the overlaps are taken into account (A), and the scenario
of ignoring the overlaps (B) on P0. The total handoff rate in
(B) is always greater, as the overlaps are ignored and two
IRHs are assumed to take place for each small cell (one IRH
for entering the small cell and another one for leaving it). In
fact, one IRH or no IRH is required when U0 moves among
two or three overlapped small cells.
The number of handoffs for different values of the small cell
density and different values of the mobility parameter λw
are shown in Fig. 9. It is shown that the total number of
handoffs during one movement increases when the mobility
parameter decreases. This is because the expected distance that
U0 needs to travel from the starting point to the destination
point decreases when λw increases as shown in Eq. (6). It
can also be seen from Fig. 9 that the number of IRHs for
different values of λw starts increasing dramatically with low
and medium small cell density while the number of IAHs
increases slightly with low and medium density of small
cells. However, the number of IRHs starts dropping with high
density of small cells around the density of 65 for all values
of λw. It can also be seen that the higher value of λw, the
more gradually the number of IRHs decreases. The number of
IAHs keeps increasing until it exceeds the number of IRHs.
Note that IAHs exceeds IRHs at different small cell densities
when different values of λw are considered. For instance, the
number of IAHs exceeds the number of IRHs at a small cell
density of 75 when λw = 0.01, while the number of IAHs
exceeds the number of IRHs at a small cell density of 90 when
λw = 1. This is because the effect of the tier association on
the number of IAHs and IRHs is greater when the number
of the crossed small cells is smaller (greater value of λw),
since the number of overlaps on the path is a function of the
cell association as shown in Eq. (24). Fig. 10 illustrates the

























Fig. 8: Total handoff rate where λw = 0.001
fraction of the handoffs that the first tier is involved, which
is expressed as the ratio of the IRH rate to the total handoff
rate for different transmit powers. The fraction of handoffs
that the first tier needs to handle decreases when the density
of small cells increases, for instance, when p2 = 37 dBm,
less than 65% of the handoffs will be managed by the first
tier when λ2 = 50, while over 80% and 95% of the handoffs
will be managed by the first tier when λ2 = 25 and λ2 = 5
respectively. Fig. 10 also shows that when the footages of the
small cells increase, the fraction of the handoff managed by
the first tier decreases. This is because more overlaps are more
likely to occur when the footages of the small cells are larger
for the same small cell density.
From a network perspective, the number of handoffs or





















NTH − λw = 0.01
NTH − λw = 0.1
NTH − λw = 1
IAH − λw = 0.01
IAH − λw = 0.1
IAH − λw = 1
IRH − λw = 0.01
IRH − λw = 0.1
IRH − λw = 1
Fig. 9: Number of IAHs, IRHs and total handoffs, K¯ = 3.































Fig. 10: The ratio of IRH rate to total handoff rate.
the signaling load required for the handoff process needs to
be estimated in order to evaluate the system performance and
to be used in system dimensioning. Although the signaling
load will increase when the density of small cells increases,
IRH shows insightful information regarding the signaling load
that macro cells need to handle due to UEs’ mobility. The
macro cells will be involved in most of the handoffs in the
system when the density of small cells is low. Furthermore,
the signaling load handled by the macro cells and the signaling
load handled by different small cells keep increasing when the
density of small cells increases from low values to moderate
values. However, the load handled by the macro cells starts
decreasing when the density of small cells increases from
moderate values to high values, despite the total signaling
load in the system increasing when the density of small cells
increases. This could be used as guidelines when considering
expansion. Deploying high dense small cells in the network
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will not only enhance the system capacity and the data rate
but also release more resources and minimize the signaling
load at the macro cells.































Fig. 11: Small cell sojourn time where λw = 0.01.
The expectation of the small cell sojourn time when
λw = 0.01 and λw = 100 (high value of λw is more suitable
for walking users [11]) is shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. It
is seen that the scenario (A) is very accurate in different
densities of HetNets and the small cell sojourn is minimized
in the dense HetNet due to the small cells overlapping.
Furthermore, it is also seen that when the overlaps are
ignored, e.g. scenario (B) [10], the small cell sojourn time
becomes independent of the small cell density. However, our
analysis (A) and the simulations show that the cell sojourn
time is not only affected by the number of tiers and the small
cells’ footages, but also affected by the small cell density in
the networks. The gap between the two scenarios (A) and
(B) increases when the small cell density increases and/or the
transmit power of the small cells increases. This implies that
the analysis becomes inaccurate when ignoring the overlaps.






















(A)− p2 = 23dBm
(A)− p2 = 33dBm
(A)− p2 = 36dBm
(B)− p2 = 23dBm
(B)− p2 = 33dBm
(B)− p2 = 36dBm
Fig. 12: Sojourn time where v = 1, λw = 100, K¯ = 1 and S = 60 Sec.
Fig. 13 shows the macro cell sojourn time for different
values of the mobility parameter λw. In this figure, two
scenarios are considered. The first scenario shows the impact
of the small cells with different densities on the macro cell
sojourn time in multi-tier networks. The second scenario
(No − SCs) represents the macro cell sojourn time when
no small cells are deployed in the network [11] (single-tier
networks). It can be seen that when the small cell density
increases the macro cell sojourn time decreases. In the single-
tier network (e.g. No−SCs scenario), the macro cell sojourn
time depends on the macro cell density and the total transition
time, while the macro cell sojourn time in the HetNets is
affected by the density and the footages of the small cells
in addition to the macro cell density and the total transition
time. Deploying more small cells will minimize the macro cell
sojourn time as the probability of the UEs encountering the
macro-small boundaries is greater than the probability of them
encountering the macro-macro boundaries in a dense small
cell network. The cell sojourn time which is shown in Figs
11,12 and 13, can also convey some conclusions regarding
the resources utilization. For instance, the small cell sojourn
time is minimized when the density of small cells increases.
This means that the requested frequency resources by UEs
from each small cell are minimized because the area served
by each small cell is minimized and UEs will spend less time
in each small cell individually when the density increases. The
macro cell sojourn time is also minimized and the requested
resources are also minimized when the density of small cells
increases. This is reasonable since the coverage of small cells
is maximized and the time that the UEs spend associating to
the macro cells is minimized which helps to boost the system
capacity and free more resources at the overloaded macro cells.






























Fig. 13: Macro cell sojourn time, where No − SCs represents single-tier
network [11].
VII. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
In this paper, the Stochastic Geometry tool was used to
establish a mobility framework to model and analyse the
main mobility parameters such as the handoff rate and the
cell sojourn time as well as the expected time that the UEs
spend in the coverage of the small cells. In the proposed
framework, the overlaps among the small cells from different
tiers on a reference UE’s path was taken into consideration.
The results showed that ignoring the overlaps can affect the
accuracy of the cell sojourn time and handoff rate significantly.
The IAH rate and the IRH rate were introduced to illustrate
the load and the resources required at the different network
tiers, especially at the overloaded macro cells. The simulation
results showed that increasing the small cell density can reduce
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the load for the macro cells not only because the UEs will
spend more time associating with the high frequency small
cells but also more overlaps will take place among the high
frequency small cells which minimize the fraction of handoffs
managed by the macro cells. It was furthermore shown that the
small cell sojourn time becomes independent of the small cell
density when the overlaps are not considered. The results and
analysis in the paper can be extended to study other aspects
of the mobility management in the dense HetNet such as the
ping pong and handoff failure rate, as well as to estimate the
UE’s speed. These results also have other applications such
as estimating the potential offloading opportunity to the small
cells in inter-frequency HetNets which is essential in the small
cell discovery analysis to boost the system energy efficiency.
Another application of the research work in this paper is to
estimate the resource utilization in the system (e.g. frequency
and signaling) which can help greatly in the system design
and dimentioning.
APPENDIX A
Given that the ith and the (i+1)th small cells with coverage
Ci and Ci+1 respectively are overlapped on P0. From Fig. 4,
the ith small cell overlaps with the (i+1)th small cell on P0
if y¯i and y¯i+1 are at distance C¯i or less. Thus, any overlap
coverage can be expressed as:
Ci =
{
C¯i− ‖ y¯i+1 − y¯i ‖, ‖ y¯i+1 − y¯i ‖< C¯i
0, otherwise
(A1)
The PDF of C¯i is the convolution of the PDFs of Ci and
Ci+1. Since Ci and Ci+1 are independent random variables,
the joint PDF of both Ci and Ci+1 can be expressed as
fCiCi+1(ci, ci+1) = fCi(ci)fCi+1(ci+1). Therefore the PDF









































8r2 − c2i − (c¯− ci)2
(A2)
where (a) follows from Lemma 3 and from the fact that
all small cells have the same distribution around P0, and (b)





c¯ fC¯i(c¯) dc¯ (A3)
where the integral limits follow from Ci and Ci+1 being
independent and from the fact that the maximum summation
of both small cell coverages can be 2ri + 2ri+1 = 4r when
both are maximum Ci = 2ri and Ci+1 = 2ri+1, and the
minimum summation of both small cells coverages can be 0
when both are minimum Ci = Ci+1 = 0 as shown in Lemma
3. Given that the ith and (i+1)th small cells overlapped on P0,
the distance between y¯i and y¯i+1 is uniformly distributed in






, ‖ y¯i+1 − y¯i ‖< C¯i
0, otherwise
(A4)
The results in Eq. (23) is reached after solving Eq. (A3).
APPENDIX B
Since the overlap between the ith and the (i + 1)th small
cells occurs when the distance between y¯i and y¯i+1 is equal




1(‖ y¯i − y¯i−1 ‖≤ C¯i−1) (B1)
the expected number of overlaps can be expressed as:
E[NOL] = E[NOL,max]POL (B2)
where POL is defined as the probability of two consecutive
small cells with coverages Ci and Ci+1 overlapping on P0.
Given that the number of small cells in A2 is N0, the
maximum overlaps can take different values, for instance when
W1 is not located in the coverage of the small cells, the
maximum number of overlaps occur on the path will beN0−1.
However, when W1 is located in the coverage of the small
cells, the maximum number of overlaps that can take place on
P0 is either N0 when W1 is located in coverage of small cell
that its SCBS is not located in A2 as shown in Fig. 2, or N0−1
when W0 is located in a small cell whose SCBS belongs to
A2. Therefore, the expectation of the maximum number of






















represents the expected number of SCBSs
located in the area A2 = 2r ‖W0−W1 ‖. Since the locations
of the path points follow a PPP, the probability that the overlap
occurs, is obtained from the null probability [15] as shown:




= 1− P[ ‖ y¯i+1 − y¯i ‖> E[C¯i]]










represents the probability of
no overlap occurring or the probability that y¯i+1 is at distance
greater than C¯i from y¯i. The desired result in Eq. (24) is
reached after substituting Eq. (B4) and Eq. (B3) in Eq. (B2).
APPENDIX C
Since the ith small cell of themth overlaps with the (i+1)th
small cell of the nth tier on P0 when z¯i and z¯i+1 are at distance
C¯mn or less, the overlap coverage between two small cells can





, ‖ z¯i+1 − z¯i ‖< C¯mn
0, otherwise
(C1)




c¯ fC¯mn(c¯) dc¯ (C2)
where fC¯mn(c¯) is the PDF of C¯mn is the convolution of the
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Given that the ith small cell is from the mth tier, the (i +
1)th small cell can be from any tier. The probability that the
(i + 1)th small cell from the nth tier is λ¯n
λ¯K¯
. Therefore, the
expected value in Eq. (28) is reached after solving Eq. (C2).
APPENDIX D
Assume that O point is located on P0 where the received
power from both the ith and (i+1)th small cells are equal as
shown in Fig. 4. Since the cell association among small cells
is based on the maximum received power, the average received
power at O from both the ith small cell and the (i+1)th small










where Ψm,i =‖ z¯i−O ‖ and Ψn,i+1 =‖ z¯i+1−O ‖ represent
one side coverage served by the ith small cell and the (i +
1)th small cell on P0 respectively. Since the small cells from
different tiers can be located at any distance from P0 and
they have different transmit powers and path-loss exponents,
the point O can be located either between zi and zi+1, before
zi or after zi+1. Without loss of generality, assuming that τi =
τi+1 = 0, the one side coverage of the ith small cell of the






















‖ z¯i − z¯i+1 ‖
(D2)
Note that Ψm,i = rm and Ψn,i+1 = rn when both the ith
and the (i + 1)th do not overlap on P0. (a) follows from ‖
z¯i − z¯i+1 ‖= Ψm,i + Ψn,i+1 and αm = αn. The footage of
the ith small cell and served by the (i + 1)th small cell can
be obtained as:







αm (rm + rn − Cmn)



















where (b) follows from Eq. (D2) and ‖ z¯i − z¯i+1 ‖= rm +
rn − Cmn, and (c) follows from rm = rn( pnpm )
−1
αm . Given
that the ith small cell and (i+ 1)th small cell overlap on P0,
the expectation of Cmn is obtained in Lemma 7. E[χn 7→m] is
expressed as in Eq. (32).
APPENDIX E
Given that the reference small cell crossed by U0, the
sojourn time that U0 stays in the reference small cell when
V = v and K¯ = 1 can be expressed as:
ST 0i = Ci − Ξ
v
(E1)
where Ξ represents the footage of the reference small cell on
the path and served by other small cells due to overlapping.
Ξ can take value between 0 when no overlap occurs, and Ci
when one overlap or more occur with other small cells on
the path. Given that the ith small cell has Ci coverage on the
path and overlaps with other small cells, the expectation of Ξ
is expressed as:
E[Ξ] = 2POLE[χ] (E2)
where POL is the probability that the ith small cell overlaps
with another small cell on P0 and is obtained in Eq. (B4), and
E[χ] is the expected value of the ith small cell’s footage on P0
served by the (i+1)th small cell or the (i−1)th small cell and
is obtained in Eq. (32). When K¯ > 1, the expectation of the
ith small cell’s footage of mth tier served by the small cell of





E[χn 7→m]. Since the
ith small cell of the mth tier can overlap with more than one














Since the locations of SCBSs are uncorrelated and the
expected value of the sojourn time in the reference small cell
of the mth tier can be expressed as:






There are K¯ small cell tiers in the network, therefore, the
expected value of the sojourn time in any small cell during
one transition can be expressed as:






The result in Eq. (33) is reached.
APPENDIX F
Without loss of generality, assume that the destination
waypoint is located at the origin and the distance to the
small cell of interest of the mth tier is donated by r0. The
probability of this point associated to the small cell of interest
is a conditional probability:
PST ,m = P
[






































































is the probability that the destination
waypoint is in the footage of the small cell of interest, ρˆm and
ρn,0 are the received powers from the small cell of interest of
mth tier and the received power from the nearest small cell
of nth tier respectively, and P
[
ρˆm > maxn∈[2,3,...,K] ρn,0
]
is
the probability that U0 at the destination waypoint receives
the maximum received power from the small cell of interest
and Rn,0 is the distance between the nearest small cell of
the nth tier to the destination waypoint. Since the locations
of both waypoints and SCBSs are uncorrelated and randomly
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distributed in the network, the variable Rn,0 is assumed to





























































when αm = αn, PST ,m is obtained after solving Eq. (F2).
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